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BY THE TIME you read this 
the people of Britain will 
have Been dragged yawning into 
the European Economic Community 
or the Common Market as the 
disdainful British still insist 
on calling it. All this shows 
is that the politicians have at 
last been forced to recognise 
in legalistic terms the obvious 
fact that the capitalist system 
has for some considerable time 
operated on an increasingly 
international basis with equal 
disregard for the politicians* 
cliches about "the national in
terest" and the regrettable 
nationalist prejudices of some 
workers. While the cash- 
registers ring out a "Fanfare 
for Europe", the occasion will 
doubtless bring a twinkle to 
the eyes of many a liberal 
foolish enough to believe that 
harmony between the peoples of 
the world, and social justice, 
are created by the stroke of a ' 
politician’s pen and the dic
tates of authority.

The opposition to British, 
entry to the EEC has been 
ambiguous to say the least.
The case made by many on the 
left that it is all a super
state in the interests of

capitalism is a valid one. 
Unfortunately, however, the 
opposition to the EEC did not 
gain popular support on this 
basis, but rather on xenopho
bic ravings exploited by the 
fascists of the National 
Front and tneir fellow- 
travellers in the Conserva
tive Party. The anti- 
marketeers of the Labour 
Party and the Communist 
Party bowed to the tide and 
fell back on the same danger
ous, nationalist slogans. 
Despite the fact that the EEC 
is a development in the oppo
site direction to anarchist 
decentralization, the present 
writer found little relevance 
in the Common Market debate - 
certainly not to the extent 
of getting involved in an 
essentially reactionary cam
paign feeding on nationalist 
prejudices.

While capitalists ignore 
national boundaries workers are 
still sadly divided by the des
tructive myths of nationalism. 
Indeed, in Britain nationalism 
is a growing threat as fascism 
feeds on the social ills of 
unemployment and poor housing. 
Over a hundred years of sane

argument by radical movements 
in favour of working-class 
solidarity has failed to des
troy the cancer and to firmly 
establish a real solidarity 
between the oppressed and 
exploited peoples of the world. 
However, there are hopeful 
signs. Already we have seen 
tentative steps towards co
ordinated action against em
ployers by Dunlop workers in 
Britain and Pirelli workers in 
Italy : this is the only real 
answer to the European super
state, and one which must be 
echoed in the coming years.
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It is significant that in 
recent years various European 
politicians have stated that 
the threat to stability (i.e. 
their continued rule) no longer 
consists of war with other 
states but from their own people 
in revolt against authority. 
This is clearly true but, un
fortunately, the people have 
not yet fully learnt the lesson, 
If, as the media proclaim, we 
are entering a new era let it 
be the era of people everywhere 
throwing off the authority of 
the State, capitalists and any
one who denies them control of 
their own lives.

J , Terry Phillips

THE DRIVING FORCE within 
the capitalist system is the 
profit motive. A minority 
who own and control the means 
of production use the labour 
of others to extract a profit. 
It does not matter whether the 
goods produced are of any use 
to the community or not just 
so long as it is profitable to 
make them.

In the insane drive to make 
a profit it is not unknown for 
stocks of food to be destroyed 
in order to keep the price up. 
Too much of any one commodity 
could bring a glut, prices 
would fall and so make the 
goods or foodstuffs unprofit
able.

The captains of industry are 
always complaining of or de
claiming at loss of profit 
margins and blaming it onto 
increased wages. However, 
company reports for 1972 show 
that profits are up 17 per 
cent on last year’s figures.
So even with a freeze opera
ting for only the last two 
months,, of the year the 
employers' profits have con
tinued to rise.

The government's freeze is 
due to end in February but 
this week Mr. Heath is expec
ted to outline his plans to 
the TUC and the Confederation 
of British Industry for phase 
two of the prices and incomes 
policy. Having legislated a 
freeze, further controls in 
the coming months are expected. 
With Britain's entry into the 
Common Market, control over 
wages >is more important to the 
government than its professed 
ideological opposition to 
'state control'.

Profits are the life blood 
of the capitalist system and 
any government is willing to
sacrifice its articles of 
•faith to assist and promote 
this exploitation. Mr.
Heath has even instructed the 
Gas Board to discontinue talks 
with the unions for future in
creases in wages. These 
talks included the reduction 
of hours which the unions hope 
will prevent some of their 
members being made redundant.

Workers at the East Green
wich and Croydon gas manufactu
ring plants have banned all 
overtime in protest at the 
government's dictatorial inter
vention into collective bar
gaining. This move is unoffi
cial, but it shows both the 
opposition to the freeze and 
the fear of redundancies by 
workers who traditionally have 
not been very militant. Hos
pital ancillary workers are 
also preparing for further 
action over their £4 claim.

So far the trade union lea
ders have only complained 
about the freeze. We can ex
pect little else from those 
who do not oppose the evils 
of the capitalist system but 
only offer their own solu
tions. We all know that the 
freeze has been effective on 
wages and that prices, especi
ally food prices, have conti
nued to rise. It is useless 
for Mr. Feather, the general 
secretary of the TUC, to show 
the list of price increases 
notified by the trades coun
cils, because Mr'. Heath and 
his government will not take a 
bit of notice. The govern
ment and the state are not 
open to persuasion by evidence,

but only by opposition Dacxeu 
up by action.

Every worker knows that wage 
increases are nullified by 
price increases. We are con
tinually chasing what is called 
a "living wage". Although 
the government's wage policies 
should be fought, it should be 
remembered that just to seek
higher wages will only continue 
our own exploitation. As all 
necessary productive jobs are 
of equal importance to the com
munity, no one can put a "price" 
on that labour. The aboli
tion of money would mean that 
many more people could work at 
useful jobs creating enough 
for everyone and at the same 
time ieducing the working h 
hours needed to produce them.

' Instead of the profit motive 
dominating our lives, we could 
live ly and create a society
with: 
his al 
to hii

"From each according to 
ility, to each according 
need" as its maxim.

P.T.

Anarchist Classics Series
A B C  O F  A N A R C H I S M  

— Alexander Berkman
Biographical N otes and 
Reprint o f Freedom Press 
Edition with a new Intro
duction by Peter E. Newell,

20p (2*p)

THE BOMBING of North 71«tnaa 
by American B52*s has been 
described as probably the mart 
intensive aerial bombardment 
in the history of war. The 
use of the B52's, instead of 
the more "sophisticated* 
fighter bombers with laser- 
directed bombs, emphasizes 
that the object of the exer
cise was not to destroy 
military targets but to kill 
e 3 arge number of innocent 
civilians. The sick, evil 
minds of those unspeakable 
criminals who decide on US 
action in the Vietnam war 
seek simply to cow the North 
Vietnamese into submission 
so that America can be provi
ded with a "just" settlement 
in Indo-China,

Peter Jenkins writing from 
Washington in the "Guardian" 
on December 22 explained that 
military experts thought the 
B52 phase of bombing "some
thing far worse than the 
destruction of Coventry or 
Dresden in World War II".
His following comment leaves 
one to find the obvioue con
clusion: "Those operations
bordered upon crimes againBt 
humanity". Indeed America 
to-day stands as a land at 
war with humanity.
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Yet will the public change 
their stereotyped view that 
anarchists are the violent 
bomb throwers whom everyone 
should fear? Are they not, 
now, surely to see any action 
by the Angry Brigade or, in
deed, the Irish republicans 
as piffling - yes piffling - 
in comparison with the brazen 
American slaughter in Vietnam?

The American bomb murderers 
do not, however, receive the 
condemnation of the British 
government, whose Culminations 
against the "men of violence" 
in Northern Ireland have been 
loudly blared from the roof 
tops• The British leaders
are part of the social system 
that regards the American 
action in Vietnam .as defending 
their vital interests. It 
should be clearly asserted 
from this day forth:

THE MEN OF VJOLENCE THE 
PEOPLE NEED TO FEAR ARE 
IN CONTROL OF GOVERNMENTS 
THROUGHOUT THE WORLD.
THEY ARE A THREAT TO 
HUMANITY AND ARE PREPARED 
TO BOMB THOUSANDS OR 
MILLIONS OF PEOPLE TO A 
SHATTERING DEATH TO GET 
THEIR EVIL, ARROGANT WAY. 
THE SOLIDARITY OF MANKIND 
MUST STAND UP AGAINST 
THESE VICIOUS COWARDS AND 
BUILD A WORLD WHERE MEN 
SHALL NEVER, NEVER, BE 
ABLE TO DESTRSY“~ AND 
PILLAGE OUR BRETHREN AGAIN.

J.W.

Prison porn
%

A cracker-making contract for 
prisoners at Bedford has been 
withdrawn because blue jokes 
were found with the paper 
hats and novelties.

(Guardian 23.12.72)
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THE COMING CRISIS OF 
SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY, available 
for 5p plus postage from Keith 
Paton, 102 Newcastle Street, 
Silverdale, Staffordshire,
ST5 6PL. (After January 5th ' 
from 53 Kitchener Road, Selly 
Park, Birmingham). Bulk 
orders*(over 10) @ 6p, including 
postage. Postal orders only 
please. Or from Freedom 
Press.

The general attitude until 
recently was that science and 
freedom went hand in hand.
This has always been something 
of an over-simplification. That 
science might become totalitarian 
has been a danger since the days 
of Francis Bacon, and since 
Hiroshima the danger has ceased 
to be a matter of academic 
discussion.

And yet science is after all 
only the study of the world, and 
to reject it and retreat into a 
sort of anti-science, Atlantean- 
Tolkien never-never land, as 
some of the hippies are doing, 
cannot be the answer. Keith
Paton leads a vigorous counter-

• * •

attack, choosing as his field 
Social Psychology.

He believes that Western 
Society is entering a period of 
grave and prolonged crisis, and 
Social Psychology will be, and 
indeed already is, used to keep

i

people in subjection. "I want to 
show", he writes, "that, while 
psychologists thought they were 
developing theories about learn
ing, they were in fact developing 
technologies of stupefaction, 
based on the alienation of the 
learner by the experimenter/ 
teacher. "

He shows how the studies of 
behaviour, -even the studies made 
of rats, are really studies of 
extremely artificial situations.
The rats are put in mazes, and 
ingeniously tormented in various 
ways, in order to prove a point. 
And the fate of the human victims 
is not in principle different.

Experiment s'are made in 
which the human subjects are not 
told the truth about what is going 
on, even when the experiment is 
over for good, so that they can
not give secrets away to others 
and prevent the repetition of the 
experiment. With workers in 
industry as subjects the border
line between "scientific research" 
and simple spying is so thin as 
to be non-existent.

----—Furthermore the author doe&
not believe that the kind of sci-* 
ence based on the idea of the 
detached observer, and the 3s 
experiment which he watches 
but does not influence in any 
way, is in fact scientific at all.* 
The obs-erver influences what he

»
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observes. When he sets up an 
experiment he does so in such 
a way as to get the results which 
he wants, or at least expects, 
although of course he does not 
necessarily get them. We now 
have to take into account both 
the subjects of the experiment 
and the personality of the 
experimenter.

This of course puts science on 
a different basis from the one it 
occupied in the days of Newton 
(Newton and Locke were the 
betes noirs of William Blake, 
who saw in them the epitome of 
materialist-authoritarianism). 
"Einstein located the observer in 
a finite, relatively specified 
place, and no longer with a God's 
eye view of objects 'in' an Abso
lute and stable Space-Time 
system. Heisenbergs Uncer
tainty Principle states that to 
find out where a particle is we 
need to observe it with an elec
tron microscope. But this 
involves transmitting am amount 
of energy to it, which is to move 
it, which is to be again uncertain 
where it is. "

- — The author ends with .a calLto, 
revolt. Let people no longer 
trust experts, and put faith in 
themselves. We do not need 
social psychologists to teach us 
how to live.

J.B.

THIRD WORLD WAR
1

%
"War on three fronts" (18p) 
"Guerrilheiro" (5p)
- published by Committee for 
Freedom in Mozambique, Angola 
and Guine and the Africa 
Research.Group, 531 Caledonian 
Road, N. 7.
"Portugal and NATO"
"Petition by Angola Comite"
"Facts and Reports"
- all obtainable from Angola 
Committee, Da Costastraat 88, 
Amsterdam, Holland.
("Portugal and NATO", 25p or 
75 cents - payments by inter
national money order to Angola 
Comite; "Petition", no price; 
"Facts and Reports" - free 
sample copy or 25 francs annual 
sub for fortnightly journal.) 
"Mozambique Revolution", organ 
of Frelimo from Dept, of Infor
mation, PO Box 15274, Dar es 
Salaam, Tanzania (no price).
(A ll publications obtainable from 
531 Caledonian Rd.)

"War on three fronts" is a useful 
companion to anti-apartheid liter
ature. It outlines the encouraging 
developments in Angola, Mozam
bique and Guine. There is also 
an interesting background anal
ysis of Portuguese policy and the 
tie up with NATO. Well worth 
reading. "Guerrilheiro" is the 
quarterly publication of the Com-

mittee for Freedom in Mozam
bique, Angola and Guine; the 
Nov 72 - Jan 73 issue reports 
advances in Mozambique with 
a thought provoking conjecture 
that a black puppet (a la Banda . 
in Malawi) with white settler 
backing might declare UDI from 
Portugal. Jorge Jardin, director 
of the Bank of Lisbon and South 
Africa is said to be a leading 
advocate of such a plan.

From Amsterdam comes a val
uable and diligently researched | 
expose of the way the small coun
try of Portugal has fought three 
colonial wars for over a decade 
("Portugal and NATO"). The 
North Atlantic Treaty Organisa
tion specifies that Portuguese 
colonies in Africa fall outside 
NATO area so arms supplied 
Portugal should only be used 
defence purposes in connection 
with NATO activities".

side the 
led to J, 
3ed "fofr

The documented proof of the 
means whereby Portugal contin
ues to fight the colonial wars is !; 
here for all to examine and it is  ̂
overwhelming in its precise alle
gations. America especially is 
vitally concerned to see that 
South A frica 's buffer states do 
not collapse and thus endanger 
the profitable investment reserve

< .

of the apartheid system. Indeed 
one suspects that "the next 
Vietnam" is likely to be in 
Southern Africa. For those 
who take the tragic pose and 
bellyache about the next world 
war being about the third world 
we have news - the third world 
war has already started. Of par
ticular interest: "The Portuguese 
army is trained by the Americans. 
According to military personnel 
who deserted in Angola they are 
being especially trained for 
guerilla warfare. "

The Petition by the Angola 
Comite concerns forced labour 
by Portugal in Angola and Mozam 
bique and is a protest at the 
investigation by Mr Pierre 
Juvigny of the International 
Labour Organisation. The basis 
of the protest is a report by Dr 
Afonso Mendes, director of the 
Labour Institute of Angola on 
behalf of the Portuguese author
ities. The Portuguese text and 
a translation are included in this 
secret report.

Among matters reported are 
non-payment of salaries, hostil
ity and malicious insults of 
Africans by nonrblacks, racial 
discrimination and obstacles to 
the freedom of mobility for agri
cultural workers (or forced

Dear Friends,
I suppose I did come across as 

a bit of a "self-righteous killjoy" 
when I made a disparaging remark 
about helping to make Bingo Hall 
owners richer in commenting on 
North West Workers' praise of 
apathy.

If we're playing the game in 
which nothing an Andy Capp 
caricature of the "worker" does 
must be criticised then it seems 
that anyone who said a racist 
attitude was unfortunate would be 
categorised by NWW as a "self- 
righteous liberal".

I got a nice picture of them all 
solemnly trooping down to the 
Bingo Hall on Wednesday eve
nings just to make sure everyone 
realises they're real workers 
not 'left intellectuals".

They say that apathy makes it 
hard for rulers to govern a 
country. It may appear that way 
on the surface but somehow, in 
spite of it all, the governing 
continues and the exploitation 
goes on.

You could say that race riots 
or sectarian hatred makes a 
country hard to govern but you 
would hardly expect to find 
either of these things made 
a cult of in an anarchist paper.

NWW give the impression 
that they imagine apathy and 
their apparently newly-discovered 
"unconscious anarchic elements"
- some of us have noticed these 
elements where we work without 
having to turn to the ramblings of 
"industrial sociologists" - are the 
same thing.

TFttJftl twy ftxpe rience
comes from a combination of 
physical laziness (or even tired
ness), moral cowardice and a 
conditioned belief that no-one can 
do much about anything. It is 
a dull, negative and ultimately 
self-destructive thing.

"Unconscious anarchic ele
ments" on the other hand are - 
as NWW rightfully say - the seeds 
of disatisfaction that anyone who 
wants to see the social revolution 
would encourage and help to bring 
to full consciousness.

So where does the 
between us lie? Apparently 
simply in the definition of the 
word apathy and it seems a pity 
to waste space squabbling over 
something like that.

Just one more thing though.
It was funny to see the old ritual 
"left intellectual" abuse making 
a comeback - how many books 
doe8 a worker have to read 
before he or she qualifies for 
that status ?

Best wishes,
Harry Harmer 
London, S.E.

labour). The fact that Dr 
Mendes' report was produced 
in order to discover how best 
to counter the successes of the
liberation movements lends 

to its credibility.

Finally from Tanzania 
"Mozambique Revolution" pro
vides the documentary evidence 
behind the stories in the national 
press about advances by 
Frelimo in Mozambique. It 
naturally gives a far more com
plete picture than has appeared 
elsewhere (July-Sept 72 issue 
No. 52).

J.W.
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VALPREDA OUT OF GAOL

Pietro Valpreda, Roberto Gargamelli, Emilio Borgheee and 
Mario Merlino have been granted provisional freedom by the 
appeals court in Catanazaro. The four were accused in 
December 1969 of causing explosions in Milan which resulted 
in 17 people being killed.
Their release follows a new regulation which allows magi

strates to free prisoners who have been held for an exces
sive time without trial. The period for holding without 
trial has been reduced from four years to three.
last year their trial was started but was transferred to- 

Milan. A new trial will now take place there at the end 
of March.
All four have been in gaol for over three years.

Valpreda is seriously ill with leukemia- but it was only 
last September that the Italian authorities allowed him to 
be transferred to a hospital.

It is probable that the Italian State will take the 
opportunity of their enforced and tardy ‘clemency’ to drop 
the Valpreda case since it is politically proving such a 
hot potato.

r P .T .
THESE TIMES IN IRELAND
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THE PROVOS called a truce 
over Christmas and observed it 
faithfully. Asked if the UDA 
would observe a similar one, 
the answer was, MWe won’t stop 
till every IRA man and woman 
is killed." This said blat
antly on the wireless. The 
Non-Incitement to Hatred bill 
was again not observed and (I 
think it was Tommy Merron) 
went free and unmolested. On 
Christmas Eve there was some 
sort of Orange loyalist Van
guard parade. It is forbid
den to wear para-military 
uniforms in the six counties 
but these hundreds of people 
all were then even to their 
own police in white helmets 
with the word police on the 

_ front. No attempt to stop 
the parade or arrest anyone.
On Christmas Day a very few 
unarmed People’s Democracy men 
and women tried to march to 
"The Maze” (ex Long Kesh) but 
were stopped by the RUC who 
while admitting they were do
ing nothing illegal said it 
might provoke a riot.

A Catholic pub in the Water
side district (90# Protestant 
with this tiny Catholic en
clave) was blown up and five 
people killed, four Catholics 
and one Protestant. Only a 
very languid sort of search 
for the culprits is in pro
gress, but when a UDA man was 
killed in Armagh every Catho
lic home was raided. Will 
they never learn religious 
tolerance'for one side is NOT 
the way to peace? Since then 
the sectarian shootings go on 
and on and hate proliferate® 
on both sides.
A new Civil Rights Organisa

tion has been formed in Dublin.
I was invited but having read 
the chairman was to be Daithi' 
O ’Connell and other Provos were 
among the speakers I did not 
go, experience having taught 
me that however much they may
declare "this is a non secta
rian non political organisa-

tion” once the Sinn Peiners 
get in they soon boss every
thing and take over and intro
duce violence. We held a 
march and pickett to and of 
the American Embassy against 
the brutal renewed bombing of 
Hanoi after all Nixon’s pro
mises during his recruiting 
campaign. On December 27 
White South Africa were to 
have played the Dublin Squash 
team. We of anti-apartheid 
kicked up such a row I am glad 
to say our team (with memories 
no doubt of the Springbok Rug
by team and their humiliations, 
to say nothing of the Isaaea 
Cricket team) thought better 
of it and called it all off. 
Triumph! Even tiny victories 
like this one make one 'feel a 
gleam of hope in these dark 
times. Even a microscopic 
battle won, and won by strergth 
of words alone and no violence 
from anyone on either side, 
shows it can be done with the 
will really there. The 
trouble is people enjoy fling
ing bombs and imagine them
selves heros.

I am terrified of 1973.
That ridiculous border plebis
cite will start all sorts of 
violence, and it looks as if 
the White Paper will be delayed 
and useless, merely an excuse 
for.mass murders. Whitelaw 
won’t really try for anything 
that will lead to reconcilia
tion and a long term petal-by
petal solution. He only wants 
to go home. Your Queen had 
Kitson, the arch-torturer of 
the six counties to luncheon. 
The man who took Special 
Branch over to England to 
train them in torture and ad
mitted it was a full month be
fore he could brutalize them 
enough to make them carrv out 
his ideas. She should remem
ber her grandfather who 
threatened T-loyd George he 
would abdicate unless the
Black—and-Tans were withdrawn 
from Ireland and be more care
ful with whom she feeds.

H.

* . • r&
Peter Le Mire, 5 Hum fore Rood, 
Rottoa Park* Birmingham 16

ANARCHIST 
FEDERATION of BRITAIN

ASIANS'
HOSIERY
STRIKE

Poliowing the government in
quiry into the 8-week long 
strike of Asian workera at 
Mansfield Hosiery Mills, 
Loughborough, a return to work 
has been negotiated. The 
economic settlement gives the 
Asian workera a £1 a week rise 
at the end of the freeze and 
union support for a further £4 
claim thereafter, against the 
original demand for a £5 a 
week rise, for which they 
struck. On the central issue 
of the strike, which was the 
policy of keeping Asian wor
kers in exclusively unskilled 
jobs and reserving the skilled 
and better paid knitting jobs 
for white employees, the man
agement have now agreed to 
give these jobs to Asians who 
fulfil a set of job require
ments. The management have 
been prevented from including 
engineering and knitting 
skills cn the list of require
ments, but they have included 
a level of language mastery 
and the ability to read and 
write job instructions in Eng
lish/ although why any worker 
should be required to speak, 
read and write operating in
structions is beyond me.
Such requirements can only 
keep Asian workers out of 
knitting jobs, and augur ill 
for the future fair treatment 
of these workera.

A
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The other issue in the nego
tiations was the disposition 
of the 41 knitting jobs to 
which the company recruited 
white workers during the 
course of the strike. These 
jobs are now to be re-allocated 
to the most suitable appli
cants and having regard for 
the newly established job re
quirement specifications. The 
strikers have been talking in

< Vterms ox insisting that at 
least 30 of these jobs be 
given to Asians. Disregar
ding the inverted racialism of 
such an approach I am sanguine 
about the chance of such a 
figure being met.

As the negotiations between 
management, union and strike 
committee approached agreement 
a National Front member rang 
the "Leicester Mercury" to say 
that the white knitters were 
ready to strike in protest if 
any of the 41 white knitters 
set on during the strike should 
be displaced by Asians. This 
was never more than desperate 
(and on the Front’s part hope
ful) posturing. The dispute 
has seen an increase of racial' 
tension, but not to the extent 
that the National Front can 
lead workers into a strike 
against equable .treatment for 
their Asian fellow workers.'
The whole dispute has bad 

the odour of crookedness. The 
Asians and their strike commit
tee have been cheated by their 
union officials, they have 
been attacked by their fellow 
workers on racist grounds, 
they have suffered insults and 
lies from the "Leicester Mer
cury" and they had been indif
ferently advised and helped by 
IS, who, lacking any faith in 
the self reliance of the work
ing class, turned to the near
est machine, the National Urion 
of Hosiery and Knitwear Wor
kers, the crappiest and most 
racialist union in the area, 
and nearly buried the strikers 
in a monstrosity they wouldn't 
even have represent them.
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But in spite of all the 
strikers have come through to 
a partial victory, the fruitB 
of which they will guard with 
vigilance, and to a growth of 
self reliance and class 
consciousness.

Peter Miller
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WE HAVE now and again been re
commended or urged or warned 
■that we ought to put a pre
amble, a manifeeto or an edi
torial statement in our 
columns (to occupy a weekly 
position) that would enshrine, 
formulate or concretize our 
editorial position# This 
would line us up with Black 
and Red Outlook# Industrial 
Worker and International 
ocialist which state their 

case in every issue. So far 
we have resisted this not very 
strong temptation. It has 
never seemed an easy task; it 
may be impossible - indeed, 
one recalls the foundering of 
anarchist groups upon this 
veritable rock (or foundation 
stone) of 'Aims and Principles’.

It is probable that anarchism 
itself, and certainly the wide 
range of anarchism covered by 
FREEDOM, indicate that anar
chism is pluralistic and many
headed in its nature and there
fore its 'Aims and Principles' 
are incapable of being encap
sulated in a weekly statement. 
Especially since FREEDOM is 
not the viewpoint of any one 
organization or tendency - al
though we, being human, have 
our biases.

I

This plurality itself is a 
source of anarchist weakness 
and strength. The diversity 
of viewpoints (sometimes more 
apparent than real) is a closer 
approximation to the human con
dition than the monolithic 
standpoint or vague nebulosity 
of the average party (or non- 
party) preamble. I

Perhaps we may clarify FREE
DOM'S standpoint with a quote 
from Malatesta:
"The subject is not whether we 
accomplish Anarchism today, 
tomorrow, or within ten.centu
ries, but that we walk towards 
Anarchism today, tomorrow and
always."

Critics of FREEDOM and anar
chists in general might feel 
that recently we have all been 
running too fast, or proceeding 
by very indirect routes; some 
merely standing still or lying 
down; some of us may have 
tripped up and fallen flat on 
our faces and some of us could 
be accused of walking backward 
from anarchism.

But whatever our shortcomings 
we can look with some pride on 
what we can collectively call 
positive achievements. The 
name of 'Anarchy' has once more 
become the swear-word of the 
Establishment. The principle 
cf direct action (though it 
often tapers off into reform
ism) has pervaded the problem 
of housing (with the squat) and 
the problem cf unemployment 
(with the work-in). The prob
lems of ecology including the 
motor-car, which were common 
discussion in anarchist circles 
years ago have fought their 
way to the forefront of atten
tion. (1971's sit-down in 
Oxford Street became 1972's 
traffic-precinct inspiration). 
The names that were names in 
FREEDOM a decade or two ago - 
Wilhelm Reich, A. S. Neill - 
have now become ikon-figures 
of the trendy libertarian 
left. Workers' control in 
various shapes, sizes and dis
tortions has become a party 
political plank and liber
tarian ideas in criminology, 
education, penology and the 
health service are rife - the 
only thing lacking is their 
free expression! Whatever 
the permissive Society was we 
trembled on the brink of it 
and things will never be quite 
the same again.

Anarchist ideas have cropped 
up everywhere. Libertarian* 
underground and unashamedly 
anarchist publications have 
sprung up like mushrooms.
That many, like mushrooms, ha^e 
withered away on their stalks 
is evident too, but it hae long 
been a libertarian principle 
that the more papers the better, 
and we have never hesitated to 
publicize the proliferation of 
local and national libertarian 
papers. We use the word 
'libertarian' advisedly, since 
the impression is often con
veyed that the butter, as it 
were, of anarchist ideas is 
spread far too thinly on many 
of these undoubtedly organic 
crusts.

We, like so many othero, are 
accused of "preaching to the 
converted". Judging by the 
actions and words of some of 
the 'libertarian' left there 
still exists.the necessity to 
preach to the - somewhat 
faultily - converted.

To lightly touch upon some 
issues which, were we mani
festo minded, might appear 
tabulated week by week in our 
valuable columns. We would,- 
emphasize that we envisage 
anarchism as a pluralistic doc
trine and therefore would 
eventuate in a pluralistic , 
society. That is to say that 
each differing walk towards 
anarchism would result in a 
differing (e.g. communalist, 
syndicalist, individualist) 
form of society, societies 
which, appealing as they do to 
differing temperaments, would 
not harmfully clash.

We would specifically reject 
the too-ready assumption that 
FREEDOM is a left-wing papey 
and goes along with all the \
received values of the coni- ̂ 
ventional (and unconvention
al) left. An intellectual 
case can be made out for 
anarchist affinities with the 
Liberal past history and pre
sent pretensions of a concern 
for individual freedom but 
this is now a mere historical 
speculation and has no con
nection with Jeremy Thorpe 
living or dead. At the same 
time we would scotch any idea 
that anarchism is democratic, 
whatever that means.

*•

Equally, in view of the his
toric schism between Bakunin 
and Marx it is obvious that 
we of FREEDOM must reject 
much of Marxism for its pro
statist bias despite its un
fulfilled (and unfulfillable) 
prophecies of the state 
withering away. The same 
goes for the re-incarnation 
of the immaculate Marxist 
conception in Mao's China, a 
puritanical authoritarian 
state run on maxims derived 
from Samuel Smiles, a Vic
torian do-gooder.

As regards the class  ̂
struggle we cannot completely 
reject the economic facts of 
life but we would urge that 
the 'historic mission of the 
working class' is more a 
pious hope of the mystical 
dialectic than a fact of 
modern British life. '

At the same time we must 
confess to a bias in rejecting 
the heresy of the (largely 
American) concept of anarcho- 
capitalism. (By the way,
"The New Banner", the Ameri
can Libertarian's Journal has 
a declaration of principle 
which starts in their anarcho- 
capitalisb way: "I who love 
my life declare that exist
ence exists; that things are 
what they are, independent of 
man's consciousness; that A 
is A.")

Yet this does not fully la
pel ue into the camp of Trade 
Unionism. Whilst the strike 
(providing it is non-racial) 
is a good rehearsal for the 
general strike we cannot feel 
that the wrangles to maintain 
an obsolete wage-system with 
its myth of a 'fair wage’ are 
the complete and only function 
of trade-unionism. A recog
nition of the importance (or 
non-importance?) of work and 
its significance in the life 
of man should play a part in 
anarchist thinking. It goes 
without saying that FREEDOM 
puts emphasis upon the idea 
of workers’ control but not 
without considerations of 
the purpose and value of 
such work.

It would be apocalyptic for 
us to opt for revolution or 
nothing whilst we at the same 
time do not deserve the con
trary label 'reformist* for, 
as Nicolas Walter wisely said:

"...only the wildest revolu
tionary refuses to welcome 
reforms and only the mildest 
reformist refuses to welcome 
revolutions, and all revolu
tionaries know that their 
work will generally lead to 
no more than reform and all 
reformists know that their 
work is generally leading to 
some kind of revolution." *
Or to quote somebody else, 
"Evolution is the dance, 
revolution the steps".

Whilst some individualists 
would reject 'society' (ex
cept ones of their own making) 
FREEDOM has always felt it 
important to stress the con
tradiction between society and 
the State' an<T fully- implement' 
the anti-Statist view, whilst 
calling attention to the social 
values of co-operation and 
mutual aid.

Inevitablv we are brought up 
against the tricky question of 
violence. Whilst we are anti
militarist (even with regard 
to liberation movements* 1' we are 
not pacifist.' Reservations 
are made ^depending upon indi
vidual temperament - and 
physique’) with regard to de
fensive violence. But on con
templating, for example, recent 
American efforts in Vietnam we 
feel the bombs of the anar
chists to be mere amateur tri
fling. We cannot avoid a 
sneaking suspicion that beneath 
all the "violent anarchist" 
aggressive posturing lurks a 
trulv anarchistic reverence 
for life.

This last sentence may lead 
to the horrible suspicion that 
religion has raised its'ugly 
halo-crowned head in FREED0J4. 
Our general outlook is opposi
tion to organized religion, 
but with the decline of ortho-' 
dox religion it is obvious 
that there is needed an aware
ness of the irrational, super
stitious and even dangerous 
cults which are taking its 
place.
This naturally brings us to 

the most dangerous religion of 
all - Nationalism, with its 
ever-ready partner racialism.
We must always oppose the chau
vinism whether anti-American 
in form or anti-British which 
looks on National Liberation 
Fronts as new forms of freedom 
when they are but new forms of 
tvranny for the peonle who m 
must work and suffer under 
them.
We could go on. . .
But some further things we

c

*uat say about ourselves.
Out paper is produced by un
paid amateurs ar.d it is in it- 
aelf a rebuttal of the charge 
that anarchists are opposed t 
organization that, with larg* 
voluntary labour ar.l the 
scantiest ceans anarchists 
have produced a paper and xsdn- 
tained a press regularly ar.l 
consistently for thirty-five 
years - at least.

Pinally, to blow our own 
trumpet for "if we are not for 
ourselves, who is for us?-, *• 
must be the only current news
paper three of who«e editors 
have suffered iEprisonx-nt, 
victimization at work ar.d a 
sustained strike ir. defence of 
their written principles.

Editors.
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